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Zilliqa To Unravel New Layers Of Engagement
With Its Metaverse Platform “Metapolis”
Zilliqa, a permission-less and Layer 1 sharded blockchain platform, will be releasing its own
prolonged platform called ‘Metapolis’ set up in Jan2022
On getting in, the users will have the ability to get personalized NFTs that will be the representation
of their digital identity inside Metapolis.
Zilliqa’s Metapolis ended up being the very first platform to present a high level of customization by
integrating the various platforms such as social networks, web, mobile and e-commerce.
Zilliqa, the blockchain behind ZIL, revealed the launch of its own prolonged truth platform called
‘Metapolis’, in January 2022.
Zilliqa is a public blockchain that has the capability to finish countless deals per second.
– Advertisement –
Designed as an “amalgamation of AR and VR”, Zilliqa’s ‘Metapolis’ is all set to get in the Metaverse. It will
be making use of numerous engagement layers such as play-to-earn, e-commerce, digital mannequins,
marketing signboards and a lot more.

Highly Conceptualized And Personalised Domes
A main tweet by Zilliqa stated “Zilliqa’s extremely immersive, adjustable prolonged truth”( #XR) Metaverse
Platform will have custom-made domes. These individualized domes will become part of the cities and are
conceived to realty, video games, home brand names, ideas, artists, e-stores, and much more.
In Zilliqa’s Metapolis, users’ Digital identities will be represented through Fully adjustable NFT Avatars that
can be selected at the time of entry. Users will have the ability to take part in varied activities used by
Metaverse Platform such as style programs, shows, teleporting in between various places or venturing
into display rooms for purchasing, selling, or trading digital possessions.
Dr. Ben Livshits, Zilliqa CEO, stated “ The metaverse isn’t about changing truth. It has to do with
improving our relationship with the digital world. Beyond the sharing-culture that social networks has
actually released, this world takes a look at minimizing the spaces present in our ‘genuine’ economy–
spaces around access to worth development and reasonable pay. It will include layers of interaction to
expert and individual lives– with shared worth and incentive-driven designs at its heart. Metapolis is
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constructing such a world, and we’re extremely happy with it.”
ALSO READ– The ASA prohibits ads on crypto-based fan tokens by Arsenal Football Club
“ Diversification, development and making use of digital possessions are all part of Web3. If you
contribute to that an ‘always-on’ layer of engagement to make it borderless and available, you begin to
see the material of the Metaverse being woven together. Now is the time to open these brand-new layers
of engagement for your clients and fans,” commented, Head of NFT and Metaverse at Zilliqa, Sandra
Helou as she invites the existing and brand-new Zilliqa partners upon getting in the Metaverse.
Zilliqa’s Metapolis would be the very first platform that would be leveraging such a high level of
customization through incorporating web, e-commerce, mobile and social networks. Bring in the brand
names browsing for brand-new and disruptive methods of client engagement.
Helou likewise stated, “ If you have not currently ventured into NFTs and the Metaverse, we can assist
you comprehend what that marketing method might appear like and how it can bring worth. As we lead
the charge on the developer economy, Zilliqa is well geared up to support you– from concept to execution,
”
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